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Background. As the World Health Organization seeks to eliminate trachoma by 2020, countries are beginning to control 
the transmission of trachomatous inflammation–follicular (TF) and discontinue mass drug administration (MDA) with oral 
azithromycin. We evaluated the effect of MDA discontinuation on TF1–9 prevalence at the district level.

Methods. We extracted from the available data districts with an impact survey at the end of their program cycle that initiated 
discontinuation of MDA (TF1–9 prevalence <5%), followed by a surveillance survey conducted to determine whether TF1–9 preva-
lence remained below the 5% threshold, warranting discontinuation of MDA. Two independent analyses were performed, 1 regres-
sion based and 1 simulation based, that assessed the change in TF1–9 from the impact survey to the surveillance survey.

Results. Of the 220 districts included, TF1–9 prevalence increased to >5% from impact to surveillance survey in 9% of districts. 
Regression analysis indicated that impact survey TF1–9 prevalence was a significant predictor of surveillance survey TF1–9 prevalence. 
The proportion of simulations with >5% TF1–9 prevalence in the surveillance survey was 2%, assuming the survey was conducted 
4 years after MDA.

Conclusion. An increase in TF1–9 prevalence may represent disease resurgence but could also be due to measurement error. 
Improved diagnostic tests are crucial to elimination of TF1–9 as a public health problem.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) is aiming to achieve 
the elimination of trachoma as a public health problem by 
2020. This goal includes reducing the prevalence of trachom-
atous inflammation–follicular (TF) in children aged 1–9 years 
(TF1–9) to <5% for ≥2 years in the absence of continued mass 
drug administration (MDA) in all trachoma-endemic districts 
(populations, 100 000–250 000 individuals) [1]. MDA with oral 
azithromycin has been shown to reduce transmission of the oc-
ular strains of chlamydia that cause trachoma [2–4]. 

To help achieve the elimination of trachoma as a public health 
problem, the WHO recommends the SAFE strategy (surgery to 
correct the blinding stage of the disease, antibiotics to clear in-
fection, facial cleanliness, and environmental improvements 
to reduce transmission), including annual MDA with ≥80% 
community coverage for communities with baseline TF1–9 prev-
alence >5% for 1–7  years, based on the baseline prevalence 

within a district [1, 5]. An impact survey is then conducted 
to determine whether MDA can be stopped. Additional years 
of SAFE implementation are deemed necessary if this impact 
survey shows TF1–9 prevalence >5%. If TF1–9 prevalence is <5%, 
treatment is discontinued. Two years later, a surveillance survey 
is conducted to ensure that the TF1–9 prevalence has remained 
<5% (henceforth, “TF1–9 control”). Once all formerly endemic 
districts in a country have remained below the treatment 
threshold for ≥2  years, the country can prepare a dossier for 
submission to WHO requesting validation of elimination [6].

Globally, the trachoma program has yielded substantial suc-
cesses. Since elimination efforts were accelerated approximately 
15 years ago, 9 countries have been validated by WHO as having 
achieved elimination. However, the occurrence of resurgence 
may undermine the long-term success of trachoma elimina-
tion programs, either once TF1–9 control has been achieved or 
if infection and disease returns after several rounds of MDA. 
To date, in the countries that have been validated by WHO, 
no resurgence has been reported at the district level; however, 
understanding factors that may drive resurgence and the epi-
demiological settings that may facilitate it is of paramount im-
portance for the ongoing success of trachoma elimination.

Here, we perform 2 independent analyses, 1 statistical and 1 
mathematical (simulation), to understand the factors that may 
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drive and affect the chance of resurgence, and also the proba-
bility under different epidemiological conditions in which re-
surgence may occur. In the first analysis, we use data provided 
by the International Trachoma Initiative (ITI) that detail mul-
tiple measures of trachoma prevalence and number of treatment 
rounds through MDA, at the evaluation unit level (henceforth, 
district level). With these data we investigate how TF1–9 preva-
lence varies in communities after discontinuation of MDA. In 
our second analysis, we evaluate the probability of stochastic 
fadeout occurring once TF1–9 control has been achieved in the 
absence of additional rounds of MDA to determine whether 
measuring prevalence 2 years after stopping MDA is sufficient 
to that ensure resurgence does not occur.

METHODS

We used district-level trachoma prevalence and MDA data 
from the GET2020 Database. Data sources include reports, 
published articles, and direct contact with nongovernmental 
organization and national control programs. We included only 
data from surveys measuring TF1–9 prevalence, because children 
aged 1–9 years are the population on which MDA decisions are 
based. For a given location-year combination, the database con-
tained, where available, TF1–9 prevalence, metadata regarding 
how TF1–9 was surveyed, and total doses of azithromycin dis-
tributed. TF1–9 prevalence was assessed through population-
based cluster random sampling.

Prevalence and treatment data were linked by district-year 
combination to produce a comprehensive data set of each 
district’s TF1–9 prevalence and treatment status. First, we iden-
tified districts with a history of MDA treatment. For each of 
those districts, all surveys after MDA were identified. Finally, 
we restricted the data set to include only districts that reported 
≥2 surveys after treatment, with no reported rounds of treat-
ment between the surveys. All treatment observations that oc-
curred after the surveillance survey were excluded. In districts 
with >2 surveys after MDA discontinuation, we included only 
the 2 most recent surveys. To assess baseline pre-MDA TF1–9 
prevalence, we identified the initial survey conducted for each 
district. The final analytic data set thus consisted of 3 surveys 
for each included district: baseline, impact (impact survey that 
returned a prevalence estimate for TF1–9 of <5% and initiated 
discontinuation of MDA), and surveillance (surveillance survey 
conducted after ≥2 years since MDA stopped). The prevalences 
of TF1–9 at the country level and region level (administrative 
level 2) were calculated by averaging the surveys across all avail-
able survey years within the database.

Owing to the long tail to the right of the observed distri-
bution of TF1–9 prevalence estimates, all TF1–9 data were mod-
eled using square-root transformation. We conducted 2 linear 
regression models. The first model predicted TF1–9 prevalence 
at the surveillance survey, using TF1–9 prevalence at the im-
pact survey. The second model predicted TF1–9 prevalence at 

the surveillance survey, using TF1–9 prevalence at the impact 
survey and the mean TF1–9 prevalence of all known trachoma-
endemic districts in the country. We used the ordinary least-
squares method of estimation and permutation tests to estimate 
P values. All data management and analyses were conducted 
using R software (version 3.5), and figures were produced using 
the ggplot2 package [7, 8].

To assess the probability of infection and disease resurging 
in the community after elimination as a public health problem, 
we developed a stochastic version of the deterministic trans-
mission model developed by Pinsent et al [9]. Briefly, it is an 
age-structured, stochastic state-based transmission model re-
producing the infection stages of trachoma (susceptible, ex-
posed, diseased and infectious, and diseased but no longer 
infectious). Individuals in either of the 2 diseased categories 
were classified as TF1–9 positive.

We performed 10 000 stochastic repeats of the model to en-
demic equilibrium and reproduced the prevalence distribu-
tion observed in the ITI data set before intervention. For each 
simulation, we ran a number of rounds of annual MDA (1–6 
rounds), with 80% coverage achieved and a 85% efficacy of 
the intervention (complete clearance of the infection), and we 
selected the simulations that achieved TF1–9 control (equivalent 
to the impact survey in the ITI database) after the final round of 
MDA. We then examined the change in disease prevalence in a 
population of 10 000 individuals over the next 10 years (equiva-
lent to the surveillance survey). In these simulations, the disease 
prevalence estimated is the true prevalence in the population of 
children aged 1–9 years (about 25%–30% of the total popula-
tion), with no measurement error.

RESULTS

Of the 1401 districts surveyed and within the GET2020 
Database, 220 districts met our inclusion criteria and were in-
cluded in the analysis. Of the 440 surveys, 337 were labeled as 
“cluster random sample” and 102 were labeled as “prevalence,” 
with 1 survey unlabeled. Sixteen countries were represented, 
and all were located in sub-Saharan Africa, with the exception 
of Nepal. Baseline surveys across districts were performed from 
1996 to 2013 and had a median TF1–9 prevalence (interquartile 
range [IQR]) of 24.3% (14.9%–32.2%) (Table  1). The impact 
surveys that resulted in the discontinuation of MDA were con-
ducted from 2009 to 2017, with 54.1% (119 of 220) occurring 
after 2014. The surveillance surveys occurred from 2014 to 
2018. The median number of MDA rounds was 3 (IQR, 3–4). 
The median interval between most recent MDA and the impact 
survey was 1 year, and the median interval between impact and 
surveillance surveys was 2 years. Eleven of the 220 included dis-
tricts had ≥3 surveys after MDA discontinuation.

The median TF1–9 prevalence (IQR) at the country level 
was 10.6% (9.2%–13.5%) (Table  2). Across districts, the me-
dian TF1–9 prevalences were 1.7% (IQR, 0.9%–2.8%) and 1.1% 
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(0.5%–2.0%) for the impact and surveillance surveys, respec-
tively. The Pearson correlation coefficient on square-root trans-
formed TF1–9 prevalence was 0.36 between the impact and 
surveillance surveys. All 220 districts reported TF1–9 control at 
the impact survey, and 91% (201 of 220) reported TF1–9 control 
at the surveillance survey. The TF1–9 prevalence increased above 
the control threshold in 9% of districts (19 of 220) from the im-
pact to the surveillance survey. Among the 19 districts where 
TF1–9 prevalence climbed above the control threshold, preva-
lence remained <10% in 9 districts and rose to >10% in 10, with 
a median increase of 6.3% (IQR, 3.4%–9.3%). Comparing the 
19 districts with the districts that remained at control threshold, 
the mean numbers of MDA rounds were 3.6 (range, 2–9) and 
3.5 (1–9), respectively, and the average intervals between MDA 
and the impact survey were 1.1 (1–2) and 1.5 (1–7) years, 
respectively.

From the first linear regression model (Figure 1), we found 
that higher TF1–9 prevalence at the impact survey was associ-
ated with significantly higher TF1–9 prevalence at the surveil-
lance survey (Table 3). In addition, as country TF1–9 prevalence 
increased, so did TF1–9 prevalence at the surveillance survey. 
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between country-level TF1–9 
prevalence and TF1–9 prevalences from impact and surveillance 
surveys. In a sensitivity analysis, we replaced the country-level 
TF1–9 indicator with region-level (administrative level 1) TF1–9 
prevalence in the linear regression and found quantitatively 
similar results (Supplementary Figure 1).

In the simulations of the stochastic model, reproducing the 
conditions of the ITI database, the observed proportion of 
simulations in which prevalence increased above TF1–9 con-
trol was 5% (Figure 3). This value was achieved when the time 
between impact and surveillance survey was 10  years (ie, the 
maximum interval that we considered). In the ITI database, the 
median interval between the surveys is 4 years, which yields a 
2.1% true resurgence observed.

DISCUSSION

In 9% of formerly trachoma-endemic districts with ≥2 surveys 
after discontinuation of azithromycin MDA, TF1–9 prevalence 
increased above the threshold for TF1–9 control. There are 2 
likely drivers for apparent resurgence in these 19 districts. The 
first possibility is misclassification of TF1–9 through regression 
to the mean or stochasticity in the measurement. Owing to the 
array of survey methods used, lack of population representative-
ness, and TF1–9 grader drift (inherent subjectivity of TF1-9 diag-
nosis), TF1–9 surveys are often subject to large amounts of noise, 
particularly in areas of low prevalence [3, 10]. This may be the 
mechanism underlying the 9 districts in which TF1–9 prevalence 
increased above control but remained <10%. The second po-
tential driver of the districts that increased to >10% TF1–9 prev-
alence is true resurgence of TF1–9. Especially in countries with 
higher background prevalence of infection, resurgence could 
occur, for example, via migration from affected communities 
to communities that had previously achieved control. More ac-
curate methods to distinguish between misclassification and 
true resurgence, such as masking graders to geographic area or 
conducting algorithm-based automated assessment of eyelid 
photographs [11], will be necessary in order to identify districts 
requiring additional intervention.

Based on the correlation between the impact and sur-
veillance surveys, 14% of the variation in TF1–9 prevalence 
in the surveillance (second) survey can be explained using 
TF1–9 prevalence in the impact (first) survey. The remaining 
86% of variation in impact survey TF1–9 prevalence may be 
explained by a number of factors, including misclassifica-
tion, mentioned above, true fluctuations in TF1–9, and chan-
ging hygiene practices that affect transmission dynamics. 
Variation in MDA coverage in districts may explain some 
differences in TF1–9 prevalence, but we did not have access to 
coverage data and could not evaluate its effect on TF1–9 prev-
alence. In the simulation-based model, MDA coverage was 
assumed to be 80% with 85% efficacy.

The results from the simulation-based model, reproduced 
using the conditions of the ITI data set, suggest that true resur-
gence is lower than reported, with only 5% of the simulations 
going above TF1–9 control 10 years after discontinuation of yearly 
MDA. Moreover, in these simulations from the simulation-
based model, we did not include improvement of sanitation, 

Table 1. Survey Periods and Trachomatous Inflammation–Follicular 
Prevalence for Surveys Included in the Analysis

Median (IQR)

Survey period  

 Baseline 2007 (2003–2011)

 Impact survey 2015 (2012–2016)

 Surveillance survey 2017 (2017–2018)

 Interval between surveys, y 2 (2–4)

TF1–9 prevalence, %  

 Baseline 24.3 (14.9–32.2)

 Impact survey 1.7 (0.9–2.8)

 Surveillance survey 1.13 (0.5–2.0)

 Change between surveys 1.0 (0.4–2.0)

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; TF, trachomatous inflammation–follicular.

Table 2. Characteristics of Districts Included in the Analysis 

Characteristic Median (IQR)

Survey period 2016 (2015–2017)

MDA rounds, no.a 3 (3–4)

Interval between MDA and surveillance survey, y 4 (3–7)

Country prevalence of TF1–9, % 10.6 (9.2–13.5)

Abbreviation: IQR, interquartile range; MDA, mass drug administration; TF, trachomatous 
inflammation–follicular. 
aNumber of annual azithromycin MDA rounds preceding the impact survey.

http://academic.oup.com/jid/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/infdis/jiz691#supplementary-data
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hygiene, and other factors that would decrease transmission 
over time.

We observed 9% of districts increase above TF1–9 control 
within the ITI data set, whereas results of the simulation-based 
model indicate that only 2% of districts would resurge above 
TF1–9 control given similar conditions. Both indicate potential 
resurgence and the importance of monitoring this possibility 
in the future. The model further illustrates how stochastic 
measurements can lead to misclassification of TF1–9. Future 

simulation-based models can investigate the influence of meas-
urement error, sampling noise, and hygiene practices on the 
probability of resurgence.

We hypothesize that greater differences in TF1–9 prevalence 
between surveys is more likely to indicate resurgence, and 
small changes are likely due to noise; however, development of 
complementary methods to distinguish between misclassifica-
tion and resurgence would be required to test this hypothesis. 
Currently, the only available tool to measure ocular Chlamydia 
trachomatis infection is conjunctival swabbing and polymerase 
chain reaction to identify organisms. Although accurate and 
the reference standard measure for identifying infection, poly-
merase chain reaction is not logistically feasible outside of clin-
ical trials, owing to the high cost of processing samples and the 
requirement of a cold chain to transport samples. An alternative 
is the use of serology to measure antibodies to C. trachomatis 
[12, 13]. C.  trachomatis antigens Pgp3 and CT694 have been 
shown to correlate with both infection and disease status [13, 
14]. Finally, to address potential biases in measuring TF1–9 using 
subjective graders, there is some promise in using conjunctival 
photography to measure active trachoma [15]. Photographs 
may reduce some bias introduced by field graders, allowing 
grades to be assigned in a standardized fashion masked to geo-
graphic area and treatment history.

Table 3. Linear Regression Coefficients Produced from Modeling Square-
Root Transformed Values 

Model and Terma β Coefficient (95% CI)

Model 1  

 Intercept .49 (.24–.74)

 Impact survey TF1–9 prevalence .53 (.35–.71)

Model 2  

 Intercept −.07 (−.34 to .20)

 Impact survey TF1–9 prevalence .41 (.23–.59)

 Country TF1–9 prevalence .06 (.04–.08)

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; TF, trachomatous inflammation–follicular. 
aModel 1 is a simple linear regression model with the surveillance survey TF1–9 prevalence 
regressed on the impact survey TF1–9 prevalence. Model 2 is a multiple linear regression 
model with the surveillance survey TF1–9 prevalence regressed on the impact survey and 
country-level TF1–9 prevalences.
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Figure 1. Prevalence of trachomatous inflammation–follicular in children aged 1–9 years (TF1–9) at the impact and surveillance surveys, with fitted regression line shown 
in blue. Red dashed lines denote TF1–9 control threshold; black line, 45º line. The axes are square-root transformed.
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Our analysis had several limitations. The clinical sign of TF1–9 
does not reliably indicate C. trachomatis infection, because TF1–9 
often persists for weeks or months after the infection has cleared 
[16–18]. Grading of TF1–9 is subjective and lacks reliability, with 
intraclass correlation often reported to be <70% [15]. Owing to 
the nature of the evaluation units defined by MDA programs, the 
spatial criteria that defined a district varied slightly, with a few 
subdistricts included in the analysis. In addition, we analyzed 

MDA treatment as a binary indicator, whereas coverage is likely 
variable across districts and may help predict TF1–9 prevalence. 
Most critically, our study could not distinguish between mis-
classification and true resurgence of TF1–9 in cases where TF1–9 
prevalence increased.

Global health campaigns of mass antibiotic distribution 
have been largely successful in reducing TF1–9 prevalence to 
control levels in previously endemic areas. As more districts 
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control and eliminate TF1–9, evaluation and monitoring for the 
resurgence of TF1–9 is important in order to maintain elim-
ination. The resurgence of TF1–9 reported from survey data 
could indicate the return of ocular C.  trachomatis transmis-
sion and could lead to additional rounds of MDA but may also 
simply represent noise and substantial stochastic variation in 
the data. In the current report, we presented evidence that a 
small minority of districts may be experiencing an increase 
in TF1–9 prevalence, which could lead to resurgence of trans-
mission. Improved diagnostic tests for TF1–9 are necessary to 
determine whether this result was due to misclassification or 
true resurgence.
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Diseases online. Consisting of data provided by the authors to 
benefit the reader, the posted materials are not copyedited and 
are the sole responsibility of the authors, so questions or com-
ments should be addressed to the corresponding author.
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